AirPlus International Travel
Management Study 2017
Part 1
Forecast of business travel
costs and bookings
Where will 2017
take us?
To kick off the New Year, we bring you the latest
forecasts for the travel management market, fresh
from the press!
What impact will Brexit have on the market? What will
become the biggest cost driver? Do travel managers and
business travelers take the same view of coming developments, or do they largely disagree, as usual?
The assessments of some 1,000 experienced international travel managers offer you a solid basis for:
>
>
>
>

developing new products
introducing new business models
planning your annual budget expediently
reshuffling individual budgets.

COSTS
S
BOOKING

In addition, we have surveyed over 2,200 business
travelers who offer you valuable insights into the
target group’s wishes in the shape of our study.

Key data of the study: AirPlus conducted its 12th Travel Management Study in 2016. All the relevant market stakeholders
in a total of 24 countries were surveyed: 983 travel managers, 2,270 business travelers. The study was carried out via
telephone interviews from August to October 2016.
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International travel managers
An optimistic start to the New Year
Almost 90 percent expect stable to
growing business

Growth expectations across countries*
(No. of travel manager in %)

Huge differences

71
%
USA

Travel planners have very positive expectations for
2017. Fifty-four percent anticipate the same number
of business trips as last year, and over a third even
hope for growing volumes. Only 10 percent fear a
decline in bookings. Expectations vary widely from
country to country, though.

8%

France

6%
Russia

Globalization is leading to a rise in
the number of business trips

International companies expacting growth
of business trips* (No. of travel manager in %)

Forecasts for the number of trips depend heavily on the
travel budget volume. Only 27 percent of firms with a
small budget expect more travel, as against 33 percent
of companies with a medium-sized budget. Half of companies with a large travel budget, however, anticipate
more business travel. This may be due to globalization,
which is giving rise to an increasing number of multinational corporations.

Higher expenditure due to more
travel rather than higher costs

27

33

50

Travel budget
< 500.000 €
or 1 Mio. $
per year

Travel budget
<10 Mio. €
or 10 Mio. $
per year

Travel budget
> 10 Mio. €
or 10 Mio. $
per year

Stable or declining costs*
(No. of travel manager in %)

The number of travel managers who fear higher costs
has remained at the same level as 2016, i.e. 41 percent. But a growing number of travel planners expect
costs to remain constant. In contrast, only few travel
managers hope travel costs will fall. In this stable
assessment of costs, the growth in expenditure will be
due to more business travel rather than higher prices.

* Differences to a total of 100% are caused by respondents, who did not answer this question.

41

2016

40

18

41

2017

Higher travel expenses
Stable travel expenses
Lower travel expenses

44

14
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International business travelers
Positive mood also among travelers
Business travelers largely agree with
travel managers

Travel frequency and costs are stable*
(No. of business travelers in %)

31

Rather more than half of business travelers presume they will travel just as often in 2017 as in
2016. A good third, though, think they will be
packing their suitcases more often than before.
Only around 13 percent expect fewer business
trips than before.

53

13

No. of trips

Estimates vary greatly from country to country. Almost
three-quarters of Indian businesspeople presume they
will travel more often. Over half of Turkish business
travelers expect the same scenario. In South Africa and
Singapore, on the other hand, business travelers expect
a sharp drop in business trips. Singapore, Australia and
Belgium are the only three countries to expect fewer
business trips in 2017 than in 2016.

48

14

Costs

Rising

Indian businesspeople travel round
the globe most frequently

34

Stable

Declining

Expectations vary across countries *
(No. of business travelers in %)

More
business trips

Less
business trips

25%

South Africa

78%

More
business trips

Less
business trips

India

23%
25% Singapore
South Africa

52% 78%
India
Turkey

23%

Singapore

Business travelers less worried
about costs
Unlike travel managers, fewer business travelers
believe costs will rise significantly. Since Indian
businesspeople expect to travel much more frequently, they are also the most likely to expect
higher travel spend. In contrast, South Africans
and travelers from Singapore expect costs to drop.

52%

Turkey

Positive effect

Negative effect

Different evaluation
of expenses*
30 %

22 %

(No. of business travelers in %)

Positive effect

29 %

80 %
30 %

India
Rising costs

Negative effect

29 %

22 %
23 %

Declining costs

* Differences to a total of 100% are caused by respondents, who did not answer this question.

23 %

31 %

Singapore

24 %

South Africa
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International travel managers
Business climate slowly cranking up the market
Travel managers take more positive
view of economic prospects

Higher expectations on the economy’s influence*
(No. of travel manager in %)

14

Looking at past years, travel managers are taking
an increasingly positive view of the macroeconomic
influence on their market. 2017 is the first year in
which the number of travel planners with a positive
attitude (29 percent) is larger than that of travel
managers with a negative viewpoint (23 percent).

2014

USA far ahead, Brazil way behind

2015

20

29

2016

2017

The economy’s expected influence varys widely*
(No. of travel manager in %)

As always, there is a huge difference in the estimations
of different countries. Only seven of the 24 surveyed
countries expect a positive boost from the economy,
foremost among them the USA. Brazil, on the other
hand, feels the greatest squeeze due to the business
climate. Travel managers in South Africa and France
take a similar view.

Air fares hit sky-high prices

18

Positive

Negative

78 % USA

62 % Brasil

Inflater of travel expenses*
(No. of travel manager in %)

In the international comparison, 41 percent of travel
managers expect travel costs to rise. Air travel will
probably be the biggest cost driver, closely followed
by hotels. Very few travel planners hope for more favorable prices for hotel accommodation and rail travel
(11 percent each), or for air travel (13 percent).

40

36

Flight Hotel

* Differences to a total of 100% are caused by respondents, who did not answer this question.

25

24

22

Conferences Train Rental car
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More
More
business trips
business trips

International business travelers 78%
Travelers too trust in the economy

78%

India

52%

Turkey

Travelers also assess economic
influence positively
In 2016, more business travelers than travel
managers expected the economy to have a
positive influence. But for 2017, the two groups
are in agreement. One third of business travelers
and one third of travel managers have higher
hopes of the economy.

India

25%

23%

23%

South AfricaSouth Africa

52%

Turkey

Trust in the economy*
(No. of respondents in %)

Positive effect
Positive effect

30 %

Negative effect
Negative effect

22 %

30 %

29 %

23 %

29 %

Travel Manager

The economy’s influence is judged differently*
(No. of business travelers in %)

69

47

37

Indian business travelers have the most optimistic view
of the future, based on their own country’s booming
economy. The most pessimistic assessments come from
South Africa and Singapore, countries that are experiencing economic problems.

Is there a Brexit effect?
Business travelers and travel managers have completely different opinions regarding
Britain’s exit from the EU, which reflects the general divide in thinking on this subject.
Travel managers
Exit as a motor for travel management
Half of British travel planners expect a
positive effect on business travel and an
increase in travel frequency. Only US
travel managers exceed their optimism.
Fifty-nine percent of British travel planners
also expect travel costs to rise. Since the
low exchange rate of the pound makes
exports cheaper, business acquisition
abroad is also becoming more attractive.

25%

Singapore Singapore

Business traveler

Indians expect the most,
South Africans the least
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Less
Less
business trips
business trips

Business travelers
UK economy puts brake on travel
In contrast, only 19 percent of British
business travelers believe the economy
will have a positive effect. This value is far
below the average. Only 17 percent expect
more business travel the third-lowest value
in the study. They obviously expect budget
cuts because the cheap pound is making
business travel much more costly for British
companies.

* Differences to a total of 100% are caused by respondents, who did not answer this question.

India
South Africa
Singapore

22 %
23 %

Travel managers
Slight rise in number of
business trips continues
Even though the general trend points
to a slight upward tendency, there
are major differences in individual
countries.
US travel managers place the greatest expectations in
the New Year by global comparison. A full 71 percent of
the US travel managers anticipated more business trips
in 2017. A spectacular increase: It was merely 26 percent in the previous year.
Indians are almost exactly as optimistic with regard to
2017. Thanks to the booming economy and rising
exports, 60 percent of interviewees anticipate more
business travel.
While other countries do not expect major growth,
neither do they expect a decline, or only a slight one.
This includes Turkey, where not one travel manager
fears a drop in business travel.
In the USA and Italy, the figure is only two percent; in
Russia and Australia, only three percent.
The reasons for this are very diverse. Italy and Australia
are just recovering from economic turbulence. Although Turkey’s political orientation is uncertain, its
economy may grow strongly in the medium term. The
situation in Russia is considered extremely stable;
almost 80 percent expect no changes.

(% of travel managers, who think the number of trips will increase, stay the same or decrease)

31 % 33 %
15 %

Increase

2016

2017

Same

Canada

Brazil

71 %

45 %

USA

Mexico

Proportion went down compared with 2016

53 % 54 %

2017

33 %

Proportion went up compared with 2016

Forecast global trends in business trips*

2016

25 %

2016

10 %

2017

Down

15 %

31 %

Nordics

South Africa

48 %

23 %

22 %

50 %

60 %

Spain

Belgium

Germany

Turkey

India

50 %

33 %

32 %

6%

23 %

UK

Netherlands

Austria

Russia

Singapore

8%

15 %

37 %

35 %

30 %

France

Switzerland

Italy

China

Australia
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Summary
2017 will be good, only Brexit casts doubt
Travel managers face the future with confidence
Thirty-three percent of international travel planners expect more business trips
this year, and only 10 percent expect a decline. The majority are convinced
there will be no change in the booking situation. Most of them believe travel
costs will remain stable, and most expect Brexit to have a positive impact.
However, forecasts in individual countries vary widely this year, owing to their
very different economic conditions.

Business travelers not quite as confident
By global comparison, business travelers make the same assessments as their
travel managers on most subjects. However, fewer travelers believe costs will
rise. They take a more pessimistic view of Brexit than travel managers. Many
travelers fear the low exchange rate of the pound might lead to budget cuts.

2017 – Costs and bookings at a glance
> The number of bookings will remain constant, with a slightly positive tendency
> Costs will presumably remain stable or only increase slightly
> Air travel will become a potential cost driver
>	
Globalization will engender more business travel, especially for
multinationals
>	
Travel managers take positive view of Brexit, business travelers take
negative view.
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